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Chikamoni was released on 14 January 2012 in Kolkata. Titled Abar Byomkesh: Ek Achena Tumi (Abar
Byomkesh: I am the only one), Chikamoni is the third film of the Byomkesh series. Directed by Satyajit Ray,
the film stars actor Abir Chatterjee in the leading role of Byomkesh Bakshi. It is the first movie in the series
which is directed by the novelist himself. Bidyabriksha prasad bose, the protagonist of the story, is a man of
strong will, fond of drinking, and is fond of women. He is a rich, wealthy man, and with a long history with
his family. Bose is a perfect Bengali family man. He is a man who is like a mother to his cousin, but hates

Bengalis and others. He is a man who keeps his secrets buried deep inside him. He had a wife, a daughter,
and a son. But Bose never was faithful to his family. He cheated on his wife, and he believes that he can
cheat and get away with it with other women too. Bose drinks and has an affair with his age and is a man
with strong emotions. His past is kept under wraps. This is a man who has the habit of forgetting his past.

He was born in a Bengali village, but studied in London and was a successful industrialist. Quite an
interesting fact. Bollywood's leading man, Salman Khan, has a soft corner for many of the Bengali films. In
fact he has even acted a role himself in a Bengali film. Aishwarya Rai was not the only Bengali film star he
has shown interest in, and it is a pretty well known fact that Abir and Salman share a wonderful rapport.

With a big gap between the episodes of the Byomkesh Bakshi series, there could be a delay in the release
of the new installment. With two of the three most popular Bengali filmmakers, working on the project, fans

of the series will get the new instalment by 2014.
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and stylish clifton, united states actors & actresses saswata chatterjee has acted in several
bengali films like unnayan (1992), jalsa (1993), bodo (1995), baba anei (1996), mouchak

(1999), amai si buri amai (2000), puja (2001), pani bari (2002), aranyer adhikar (2003), surjo
chadhor (2005), dua (2006), chalitege bandha (2007), aranyer gaan (2008), ghoti (2009), bijoy
senoripho (2010), karkokkhan (2011), goyenda gancanti (2011), shikari (2011), aranyer guha
(2012), nodir jiloshi (2013), rapti (2013), kritik (2013), balli (2013), pratidwandi (2013), ogo na
projapoti (2013), metire mitrani (2013), purna tanto oina (2014), ogo na jana (2014), kharab

bhorer torontona (2014), kalam (2015), kotha gang (2015), nijog ghosh kore (2015), byomkesh
peda (2016), rakta charak (2017), manush (2018) and saat phere (2019). 5ec8ef588b
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